Improve productivity quarter folding in-line with your existing addressing system or newspaper inserter. The KR 516 handles a range of product from thin pieces 7" wide by 5" long to full size newspapers up to 64 pages thick. The belt folding system on the KR 516 enables it to run at higher speeds while two sets of spring loaded pinch rollers ensure a tight fold. An all timing belt drive reduces parts wear and maintenance. Use the KR 516 inline with most major brands of addressing and inserting systems.

**KR516 Standard Features**

- Heavy Duty Variable Speed Main Drive Motor
- Oil Bath Transmission
- Full Plexigas Safety Covers
- Easily Adjustable Rollers at Infeed, Center and Out-feed Positions
- Exclusive Center Tubular Belt to completely Support and Carry Material
- High Performance with proven speeds exceeding 24,000 pieces per hour. Your performance may vary due to material differences and operator technique
- All Service Points are easily Accessible
- Modular Design allows easy placement and removal with Kirk Rudy Systems as well as other popular brands.

**Options**

- KR 324 Feeder when mounted on KR 516 allows stand alone operation of folder
- KR 215/224 Bases may also be used to feed this folder
- Predetermined Counter to use either with a Kicker or Speed-Up Conveyor. This lets your material arrive on a conveyor with breaks at your selected quantity
- KR 217 Series Variable Speed Conveyors available in 6, 8, 12 or 18 foot lengths. Other lengths available on request
- Accessory Kits to allow operation with other popular brands of labelers and feeders.

**Material Sizes:** Minimum: 7 x 5 inch, single sheet  
Maximum: 17 x 17 inch, 64 page